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04 Borderland 2 – Lawless
04 Devil’s Marsh
05 Dad Again
05 Rumble In Suburbia
06 Heidelberg Hotel
06 Justice For All – Season 1-3
07 Lisbon Law 2 – Old Scores
07 Federal Police Officer Thorsten Falke
08 This Is My Life
09 Vera – First Aid From Berlin
09 North By Northwest

10 The Peppercorns
11 Hug Me
11 Dusty & Mop

12 Alaotra
12 Red Panda – The World’s Cutest Animal
13 Mantises – Master Of Deception
13 Zoo Babies – Cute & Curious
14 Adventurous Deserts
14 Forests Of Our Earth
14 Lost Wilderness – Kenya And The Big Animals
15 Mare TV
15 Journeys Around The World
15 People, Places, Adventures

factual

kids

fiction

First Aid From Berlin

fiction | 5 x 90‘
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DEVIL’S MARSH

When her father Georg dies, translator Inga Hauck returns to her 
home village, together with her six-year-old son Max. In her old family 
home she meets Anna Kertesz – Inga’s parents had taken her in 30 
years ago after Anna’s adult brother Zoltan had disappeared under 
mysterious circumstances. On the same day Inga’s brother Magnus 
went missing. At the time, he was six years old – just like Max is now. 
Till today suspicions that Zoltan might have abducted Magnus never 
subsided. Anna, though, is convinced that her brother is innocent. 
In her family home the past catches up to Inga. Soon, her nerves are 
frayed. On one of their walks, Anna leads Inga to an old construction 
trailer on the edges of the marsh – and Inga starts to remember …

Cast: Silke Bodenbender, Bibiana Beglau, Cai Cohrs, Barbara Schnitzler, Peter Maertens, 

Steven Scharf, Peter Franke, Norbert Stöss, Renato Schuch, a.m.o.

RUMBLE IN SUBURBIA

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

After losing his job investigative journalist Viktor is leading a drab 
existence as homemaker in suburbia, cleaning house, cooking 
meals and taking care of his daughter. But when “Mr. Neumann” 
moves in next door, his investigative sense is woken. And indeed, 
the new neighbor turns out to be motorcycle gang boss Rolf Olsen. 
As Viktor needs proof to convince his editor he decides one night 
to accompany Rolf. Unfortunately, Viktor’s foray into the nightlife 
alerts a rival gang to Rolf’s whereabouts ...

Cast: Fabian Busch, Lisa Wagner, Aljoscha Stadelmann, Matthias Bundschuh, Nils 

Schulz, Jerry Kwarteng, a.m.o

DAD AGAIN

Company owner Anton has promised himself more leisure in his life: 
he wants to move to the country and finally fix up the old lakeshore 
house. The kids are out of the house, his business is thriving and he 
is happily married to 41-year-old successful lawyer Johanna. But life 
has a tendency to throw you a curve ball: Johanna is expecting and 
he will soon become a father once more. But letting go isn’t really 
Anton’s strong suit. When he tries to juggle being a great dad and 
remain boss at his firm, he not only messes up a major contract, 
but also alienates his adult children. Sufficiently chastened, Anton 
focuses on his infant son Otto, only to overcompensate and go all 
out on early childhood education … 

Cast: Ernst Stötzner, Christina Große, Andreas Guenther, Leonie Parusel, Gunbert 

Warns, Nils Dörgeloh, Stephanie Krogmann, Antonia Langenohl, a.m.o.

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

Format 90‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

BORDERLAND 2 – LAWLESS

The French-German police team’s new case begins inconspicuously 
enough with the surveillance of a drug deal. But instead of arresting 
the dealers, the agents have to witness how an unknown party 
unexpectedly executes one of the two Russians. The other one 
survives his injuries but refuses to talk. It turns out that the dead 
man is the son of the powerful Russian criminal Jegor Sobolew with 
whom Steffen Herold and Yves Kléber still have a score to settle.

Cast: Thomas Sarbacher, Anke Retzlaff, Philippe Caroit, Noémie Kocher, Bernhard 

Piesk, Karmela Shako, Jenny Schily, a.m.o.

Format 2 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie
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FEDERAL POLICE OFFICER THORSTEN FALKE

EVIL GROUND
A man is found brutally murdered in a rural part of Lower Saxony: 
Arash Naderi has only recently migrated to Germany from his native 
Iraq. Is this a case of politically motivated murder then, detectives Julia 
Grosz and Thorsten Falke wonder? Maybe the deceased has been 
the victim of a racist hate crime? But the investigation leads them 
in a different direction, it is not Naderi’s heritage that has painted a 
bulls-eye on his back, but his job. The man worked as a driver for a 
natural gas company and had uncovered an environmental scandal.

THE WRATH OF GOD
A young couple enjoys the first warm day of the year, until – as if 
from nowhere – the corpse of a young man falls into their swimming 
pool. The investigation leads Thorsten Falke from the body’s location 
to the close-by airport.

Cast: Wotan Wilke Möhring, Franziska Weisz, Cristin König, Niklas Post, Anja Kling, 

Udo Schenk, a.m.o.

Format 8 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | Crime

EVIL GROUND

THE WRATH OF GOD

LISBON LAW 2 – OLD SCORES

Is it just old scores that Eduardo Silva has to settle? Before her death, 
his late wife had an affair with Portugal’s most infamous gangster, 
Tiago Zarco. With the help of his trusted assistant, Marcia Amaya, 
Eduardo will go to any length to get his opponent behind bars. 
Zarco, who had eluded Eduardo during his time as states attorney 
in Lisbon, is on trial once again and this time, Eduardo will follow 
a different strategy. He offers to defend Tiago Zarco, to get close 
to his old enemy, thus risking his license to practice law by abusing 
his client’s confidence and secretly gathering evidence against him.

Cast: Jürgen Tarrach, Vidina Popov, Christoph Schechinger, Katharina Pichler, Luis Lucas, 

André Gago, Ben Bela Böhm, Christoph Gaugler, a.m.o.

Format 2 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

GOOD HUNTING

JUSTICE FOR ALL – Season 1- 3

After Gregor Ehrenberg has left the office all of a sudden, Isa, Yasmin 
and Gudrun keep the chambers up and running. Can the lawyer 
Markus Gellert help save the honourable establishment? Isa is simply
glad that Gellert competently represents the clients she has no time 
left for herself.

Cast: Sabine Postel, Herbert Knaup, Sophie Burcu Dal, Katrin Pollitt, Josef Heynert, 

Robert Gallinowski, Thomas Kügel, Werner Wölbern, Matthias Ziesing, a.m.o. 

Format 39 x 50‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Series

HEIDELBERG HOTEL

KIDS, KIDS!
Annette Kramer is this close to fulfill a long-cherished dream: She 
wants to finally concentrate on being the Hotel Heidelberg’s “real” 
boss. Her mother Hermine, legendary founder of the hotel, has finally 
let go. But just at this moment, Annette’s husband Ingolf feels like 
springing quite the surprise on her: He wants to have a child. Out of 
the question, thinks Annette. All the while Ingolf gets to know his 
newest patient, an orphan named Ole, whom he becomes attached 
to beyond the scope of being his mandated psychologist …

HARD TO BE A DADDy
Annette and Ingolf Kramer have now become parents – well, not 
quite, as it is not officially stamped and sealed yet. Child Services 
has awarded them the care of 14-year old orphan Ole only on 
probationary terms. That this might mean having to cut back on 
hours has not dawned on either of them – their busy jobs as hotel 
director and fully booked psychotherapist will need adjusting. And 
while Ole, quite independent for his age, gets along rather well on 
his own, Child Services keeps a minute ledger of the foster parents’ 
missteps ...

Cast: Hannelore Hoger, Annette Frier, Christoph Maria Herbst, Stephan Grossmann, 

Nele Kiper, David Nolden, a.m.o. 

Format 5 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie
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THIS IS My LIFE

The German tele-novela “This is my Life“ follows the story of a 
strong woman making her own way, her life, her love, and all the 
twists and turns of fate that it brings. The series centers on forty-
something Sydney who has returned home to Northern Germany 
for a new start with the best still ahead. Back on the family estate 
after years abroad, Sydney’s arrival is well timed, as her brother, the 
hotel owner Gunter struggles to keep the traditional “Three Kings 
Hotel“ from falling into the hands of a rivaling dynasty. But fighting 

Format 200 x 50‘ | HD

Genre Fiction | Daily Novela

Cast: Cheryl Shepard, Hedi Honert, Laura Preiss, Hermann Toelcke, Mickey Hardt, Urs 

Remond, a.m.o.

off the less than civilized take-over attempts by the Celler Hotel clan 
is not the most pressing problem. Wandering the grounds on her first 
day back, Sydney notices smoke coming from the small barn only to 
realize that the structure is already on fire. It is a lucky chance that 
fire chief Mathis is close by as Sydney can not get the blaze under 
control herself. He rescues her and the rest of the farmstead from 
fire. More complications ensue, as the married Sydney realizes her 
feelings for the heroic fireman … 

NORTH By NORTHWEST

SANDy
The sleepy town of Schwanitz is facing some serious issues: Two 
con artists in police uniform are causing mischief in the area and 
drug dealers from Hamburg are using the peninsula’s coast line for 
their operation. A lot to handle for the town’s one-woman police 
department Lona Vogt. And as if that weren’t enough, Sandy de 
Man, an old flame of her part-time crime-solving partner Hauke, 
shows up out of the blue. That is, until things take an even worse 
turn and Sandy disappears without a trace, while two bodies are 
found at the side of the road … 

GOOD HUNTING
When a hunter is shot in his deerstand on the edge of Schwanitz, 
the town is wondering if this was an accident or an attempted 
murder. Lona Vogt needs to investigate, recruiting the help of ex-
cop Hauke, to scope out the family. The victim is not well-liked and 
his family has got a special kind of reputation. Sara, the 17-year-old 
daughter of the victim is pregnant and won’t tell anyone the name 
of the child’s father. And her 14-year-old sister Ruth is perturbed, 
while her 19-year-old brother Lukas rushes to the family’s defense. 
All three are obstructing the investigation, so that Lona and Hauke 
are facing a wall of silence.
Cast: Hinnerk Schönemann, Cem-Ali Gültekin, Tino Mewes, Victoria Fleer, Henny 

Reents, Marleen Lohse, Peter Prager, Ulrich Gebauer, a.m.o.

Format 6 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

VERA – FIRST AID FROM BERLIN

A qUESTION OF COURAGE 
Vera has a soft spot for people in desperate need of her care. To be 
able to help young Eifel Ranger Hanna, who wants to skip an urgent 
operation, the supply chain provider simply postpones a house call. 
This however, sadly has dramatic consequences: no one notices how 
an elderly lady living on her own, falls and needs urgent help. Chris 
has now had enough of Vera’s intuitive, yet impulsive way: Either 
she does things his way, or he will have to fire her. But Vera doesn’t 
want to make any more compromises in regard to her independence 
and professional ambitions.

BROKEN HEARTS
Vera gets a very special present for her birthday from Chris – he gives 
her the entire day to look after just one patient! But he is not just 
any patient, he turns out to be a retired police officer who acts like 
an overzealous camp guard and reports everything and everyone to 
the authorities. Vera also finds out just how easy it is to fall victim 
when she pays him a house call. Her patient ensures that her car is 
towed away for a nothingness and impounded as he is certain that 
it has no MOT. Despite her fury, Vera doesn’t allow this to prevent 
her from helping the unpopular loner, who suffers from the life-
threatening broken-heart-syndrome.

Format 5 x 90‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Fiction | TV Movie

Cast: Rebecca Immanuel, Jytte-Merle Böhrnsen, Simon Schwarz, Tom Böttcher, Mascha 

Schrader, a.m.o.

GOOD HUNTING

SANDY

A QUESTION OF COURAGE

BROKEN HEARTS
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DUSTy & MOP WISCH & MOP

THE PEPPERCORNS – SEASON 8-14

Dusty & Mop are as shaggy and fluffy as a dishmop and extremely 
curious. With big eyes they suddenly appear in our human world and 
perceive it as an enormous playground. Whether they show up in the 
kitchen, the nursery, the garage or the garden, Dusty and Mop jump 
right into the fun with relish and explore everything. And naturally 
trouble follows – Dusty and Mop keep landing spectacularly in the 
cookie dough, mud, jello and even in the loo … But the two fluffy, 
happily chattering creatures are indestructible and quite inventive. 
In rooms we thought we knew so well they create their very own 
new adventure playground: a tropical toilet paper landscape, a 
fire-spitting fruit dragon, a foam sledge run or the somewhat scary 
closet ghost train … 

Format 39 x 6‘ | HD

Genre Junior | TV Series

Format 7 x 13 x 27‘ | HD | TO BE CONTINUED

Original title Die Pfefferkörner

Genre Junior | TV Series

HUG ME

Father Bear and Teddy live in the forest. No two days are ever the 
same for them. Here in the forest each moment brings a different 
adventure. Charismatic yet a bit clumsy father and caring Teddy will 
enchant, amuse and lend a helping paw to many forest animals. 
Together they will discover what friendship, openess and responsibility 
are. Most of all, they will learn that by giving to others we also give 
to ourselves.

Format 39 x 6‘ | HD

Genre Junior | TV Series

One of the most popular and successful German children’s series is 
to be continued with a new team of investigators. The five young 
sleuths have their headquarters in the heart of Hamburg Harbour. Their 
adventures begin in an old warehouse in the famous Speicherstadt 
district, where millions of kilos of coffee, tea and spices from overseas 

Cast: Jann Piet, Ava Sophie Richter, Zoë Malia Moon, Sina Michel, Otto von Grevenmoor, 

Marleen Quentin, Emilia Flint, Ruben Storck, Luke Matt Röntgen, Emma Roth

are stored. In the 13 new detective stories, the “Peppercorns” track 
down thieves, polluters, crooks, fences, drug traffickers and other 
suspicious entities. But the children from Hamburg have everyday 
pleasures, worries and experiences to cope with too, just like most 
other young kids do.

Cast: Jann Piet, Ava Sophie Richter, Zoë Malia Moon, Sina Michel, Otto von Grevenmoor, 

Marleen Quentin, Emilia Flint, Ruben Storck, Luke Matt Röntgen, Emma Roth

kidskids
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RED PANDA THE WORLD’S CUTEST ANIMAL

In the shadows of the jagged Himalayas a misty and mysterious 
kingdom hides a little-known world. It’s home to a wild cast of 
characters that are rarely seen and largely unstudied like Takins, 
Etruscan shrews and the Satyr Tragopan. In the midst of their colorful 
dramas, one remarkable and adorable creature stands out. The 
extremely rare Red Panda which has rarely been filmed in the wild. 
This is the story of a female and her daughter.

Format 53‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

ZOO BABIES CUTE & CURIOUS

“Zoo Babies – Cute & Curious” is fun for the entire family: we find 
out about the sweetest and most poignant animal baby stories. 
Whether on land, under water or in the sky – all of the babies in this 
series will conquer the hearts of all those watching. We accompany 
the adventures of the animal babies – lovingly cared for and brought 
up by their keepers. In the most gripping and informative way, 
both young and old will discover everything there is to know about 
Hamburg Zoo’s toddlers.

Format 13 x 30‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

ALAOTRA

Action Research in Madagascar.Together, a group of European 
and Malagasy conservationists are trying to save the last of the rare 
Alaotra Gentle Lemur – called “Bandro” –  in Madagascar. As habitat 
– crucial for survival of the Bandro – continues to be destroyed, they 
are reverting to extraordinary measures: Playing an educational, 
reality-based boardgame with the locals to change behaviours and 
turn the wheel of extinction around.
      

Format 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Widlife & Nature

MANTISES MASTER OF DECEPTION

They are killers. They kill with unbelievable precision. They fight Kung 
Fu style and are seen in Japan as a symbol of vigilance – the mantises. 
Their triangular head with its unique flexibility is conspicuous. Two 
overdimensioned eyes fixate the distance to their prey rapidly and 
three-dimensionally. The chest segment of the mantis is prolonged 
and equipped with spiny appendages that can spear their prey as 
fast as a jack knife. The mysterious aura that surrounds the praying 
mantis has a lot to do with the fact that they are rarely seen. They 
have adapted to their surroundings perfectly. No matter whether 
leaves, blossoms, tree bark, sandy floors or even orchids - the mantis 
adjusts to all environments. We observe mantises with our cameras 
whilst they are hunting, when they shed their skin and whilst breeding
and eventually the females practicing their cannibalism. We are also 
on hand when the female produce a nest of foam on which to lay 
her eggs; all filmed with time lapse and real-time cameras. A film, 
that comprehensively documents the secret life of the mantises for 
the very first time and provides us with unique footage thanks to 
state of the art equipment.

Format 30‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature
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LOST WILDERNESS -
KENyA AND THE BIG ANIMALS

This documentary explores the displacement of lions, elephants and 
other big game animals from the savannas of Kenya, accompanied 
by an impressive backdrop of nature and beast. But it is also an 
intimate depiction of the people closely linked to their traditions, 
people who still strive to live in harmony with the natural world. 

Format 10 x 45‘, to be continued | HD

Genre Factual | Wildlife & Nature

ADVENTUROUS DESERTS FORESTS OF OUR EARTH

Format 5 x 45‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

Format 90 ‘ | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

Michael Martin is a geographer, photographer, and a researcher of 
deserts – and he is probably the world’s best and most experienced 
photographer of deserts. Following his last big project – crossing all 
the dry deserts of the earth – Michael Martin is embarking on the 
next adventure, taking things one step further. His goal: He wants 
to cross all of the most important deserts of the world, both dry and 
ice deserts, in order to compare them with each other:

Australia / Iceland / Greenland / Mongolia / Namibia

A forest is like an organism, ancient and full of complex mechanics 
at work. Its plants need water and a specific range of temperature. 
And still, it can be found in the most variable places of the world. 
But how does it manage to adapt to the most adverse condition 
and still thrive? “Forests of this earth” uncovers the forest’s amazing 
strategies of survival, the strange phenomena that allow them to strive 
in varied biotopes and under different environmental conditions, and 
the interplay they have with the fascinating animals living in them. 
The film presents breathtaking images of exciting animal behavior 
and grand landscapes.

MARE TV

Mare TV observes the world of the oceans from the seas and from 
land, whilst highlighting the different perspectives that the enormous 
expanse of the oceans has to offer, for both man and animal. Mare 
TV presents exciting stories about people and the seas recounted 
with captivating pictures, clarity and depth.

LATEST EPISODES: 
- The Caribbean Islands Of Antigua And Barbuda
- A Sea Of Colours In New England
- Hokkaido In Winter – Japan’s Cold North
- Mauritius – An Island World In The Indian Ocean
- Tasmania – Australia’s Biggest Island

Format 45‘ each, to be continued | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

JOURNEyS AROUND THE WORLD PEOPLE, PLACES, ADVENTURES

Journeys around the world is a series of 30-minute-episodes based
on reports of foreign correspondents from all over the world, visiting
some of the world’s most fascinating places; talking about their 
experiences, exciting adventures and encounters with a multitude 
of people in diverse cultural contexts.

LATEST EPISODES:
- Shanghai
- Finland

Join us – and you will be enchanted by interesting countries, fascinating 
people and exciting adventures. “People, Places, Adventures” carries 
you off to an alien world. Regardless of how foreign other cultures 
appear to us, with “People, Places, Adventures”, you will become 
acquainted with people who will familiarise you with their homeland 
and culture.

Countryside: Britian’s Green Soul / Norwegians Most Beautiful 
Season: The Winter / Tatarian Winter / The Don – Lifeline Of The 
Cossaks / The Bismarck-Archipelago / Across The Great Plains By 
Combine Harvester

Format 30‘ each, to be continued | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

Format 45‘ each, to be continued | HD

Genre Factual | Travel & Adventure

THE CARIBBEAN
ISLANDS OF 

ANTIGUA
AND BARBUDA

NAMIBIA FORESTS

SHANGHAI THE BISMARCK-ARCHIPELAGO
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